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Demand Relationships for Ireland

I. Introduction.

The household budget enquiry undertaken in
1951-52 by the Central Statistics Office (1954)
yields a considerable amount of information on the
distribution of household expenditure over various
commodity groups and commodities, and the extent
to which this distribution is affected by various
factors such as income, household size etc. Although
the published data have been utilised in various
studies involving international comparisons, notably
those made by Houthakker (1957) and by Goreux
(i959), a detailed and comprehensive analysis does
not appear to have been made yet.

It still seems worthwhile to undertake this task,
in spite of the time that has elapsed since the
publication of the report. Whilst figures showing
the average amount of money spent on various goods
a decade ago may be of more historical than topical
interest, experience tendS, to show that relationships
between those amounts and other economic variables
remain at least approximately valid for a long time.

Income-expenditure relationships, often called
Engel functions after a German statistician of that
name, are of particular interest. Among other things,
One might ideally expect them to indicate the effect
of changes in national income upon the national
consumption pattern. In practice, Engel functions
derived from family budgets do not, for various
reasons, lend themselves to immediate application
to time series; . nevertheless, they do/afford a
valuable help towards a study of changes in demand
Over time.

The information contained in the Engel functions
may to some extent be summarised in the form of
income elasticities of demand, which indicate the
sensitivity of demand for various commodities to
changes in income. A great deal of empirical work
has been done on income elasticities for various
commodities and commodity groups in a number of
countries and parts of countries, and certain regular-
ities have been observed; but fresh information
still remains of theoretical and practical interest.
Demand elasticities with regard to household size
may similarly be computed; they summarise
variations in expenditure patterns between house-
holds of different size, which have not been studied
to the same extent as variations with income.

The analysis has, in the first instance, been
carried out for the five commodity groups " Food ",

" Clothing ", " Fuel and Light ", " Housing ", and
"̄ Sundries ". Furthermore, the first of these groups
has been broken down into 2o, and the last of them
into II subgroups.

In the present paper, the data and methods used
will be described, and the numerical Jesuits
presented will be discussed with regard to both their
meaning and limitations.

2. The data used.

An analysis of household budget data involves a
comparison between averages of amounts spent on
various goods, derived for suitably chosen groups.
To this purpose, households are usually classified
according to income or total expenditure, and
according to household composition.    Where
income-expenditure relations are of predominant
interest, the latter classification may be dispensed
with if the households are homogeneous with regard
to type, say containing 2 adults and 2 children each,
or if each income group contained a representative
cross-section of all household types; but this is
rarely the case.

If data for individual households are available,
they may be grouped in the most advantageous
manner. For example, data for households of
2 adults, of 2 aduks and I child, of 2 adults and
2 children etc. would permit a study_ of the effect
that the addition" of a child has upon the household’s
expenditure pattern; analyses on these lines was
made for Great Britain by Nicholson (1949) and
by Forsyth (196o).

In this instance, the original records are no longer
available; and of course, even if they were, the
labour in extracting the data would have been very
considerable. Recourse was therefore made to the
published information, which, though not ideal,
proved quite adequate.

Fortunately, a double classification by household
size and income per head is available in tables 6
and 6A of the official publication; and these
tabulations form the main basic material for the
present study. The households have been grouped
according to whether they contain 1-2, 3-4, 5-6

or 7 and more persons ; and according to whether
stated regular income was under 3o/-, 3o/- to 5o/-;
5o/- to 8o/-, or 8o/- and over per person. ~ The
double classification thus provides 16 observations
from which a comparison may be made; or, in



statistical, terminology, there are 13 degrees of
freedom available for estimating 2 partial regression
coefficients on income and household size.

It would have been of some interest to study the
effects of" variations in income and household size
for at least two different social classes separately,
thus obtaining at the same time social group
differences in expenditure patterns, other things
being equal. Simi.larly~ a geographical distinction at
least between Dublin and Dun Laoghaire on the
one hand, and other cities, towns and villages on the
other might appear desirable. This, however,
cannot be satisfactorily done, for although various
double classifications including social or geographicai
grouping are available, the published data do not
give a triple classification.                 : ~ .--

Since the proportions of metropolitan-hofiseholds
do not seem to vary appreciably between the various
income and size of household groups, the. results
are not likely to be Seriously affected. by this
factor." The social class effect is another matter;
since naturally enough the high income groups
contain a larger proportion of households in the
upper social groups than .the low income groups,
the effect of variations in income is to some extent
confounded with social class differences in ex-
penditure patterns. This fact does not necessarily
render the comparisons any less meaningful--in
many instances,, a rise in income will in fact be
associated with a rise in social status and consequent
changes in consumer’s behaviour but it must be
borne in mind when linteipreting the results.

For each commodity of commodity group studied,
the data represent the mean weekly expenditure
per househol&in each group. Thus,-variations in
outlay rather, than in quantities purchased are
considered. The distinction is a valid one, since a
higher outlay on a commodity may partly represent
a higher quality, rather .-than ~ greater:quantity,
of the goods b6ught ; some indication i of, the
importance of the quality effect will be given:

It is known, and indeed has been pointed out in
the published report, that the amounts shown to
be spent on alcoholic drinks are considerably
understated. If the understatemen~ is, on-the
average, prop0rtiofiate to total outlay or, which
comes to the same, to the true amount spent On drink
and tobacco combined, ’. it does not. produce any
noticable bias in the results for the demand
elasticities other than that for " sundries", as a
whole. Comparison with national consumption
data indicates that the true amount spent on drink
and tobacco might be about twice the recorded
figure ; inthis case the greater weight given to this

subgroup would bring the estimated average income
elasticity of demand for all sundries down from
1.5° to about 1.4x.

However, if the incidence of the unrecorded
outlays varies over"the various size and income
groups, theremay be a bias in the results derived
for "Tobacco" and, to. "a :.-lesser extent, in
the remaining results. No correction to the data has
been made, and this limitation should be borne in
mind when interpreting the results.

As expenditure on the various items is to be
related to income and household size, there remains
the problem of choosing .data ind~c~/ting~these
concepts. There is little choice with regard to the
former, for although data on income were Collected
and average stated regular income was used: for
grouping the returns,- figures for average, income
have not been published, for the i6 groups on which
the analysis is based~ Total expenditure ,was
therefore used instead. This solution: is frequently
adopted by economic statisticians,, even in.:cases.
when they could opt for income data, since the
concept of total household expenditure lends itself
to more clear-cut definition than :total h0usehold
income and is generally moreaccurately.measured.
In this enquiry-, stated income is known to. be lower
than the true figure,                      : "~,

In arriving at’:the figiare-for total weekly .ex-
penditure per household, the procedure adopted: in
the publication by which small outlays not .allocated
to any. commodity group !have been excluded:~has
been followed here. Thus, the expenditure, figures
for the five main-..commodity groups distinguished
add up to total expenditure.

Strictly speaking, the words " total expenditure"
or " total outlay " should thus be used in::~the
following discussion in place of " income "; and
the derived d~mand:, elasticities.. Should.-really i. be
denoted as "total’ expenditure elasticities ". To
use the words synonymously may, however, .be
jtistified if we think in terms of anincome C6r/eept
such as " permanent income " as used-b’y Friedman
(1,957) ratherthan in terms of total household
income. We may assume that on the average for
each household group, total expenditure bears a
constant p~?oportion to, or even equals, lpermanent
income. Since the households have been grouped
not by observed total outlay but by stated regular
income, this assumption is not implausible;

The choice of the indicator of household size is
less obvious. The average number¯ of persons is
given for each Size/income group and is broken down
into male and female earners, other male and fetnide
adults, children, and domestic servants. The

+



distinction between adults--strictly adolescents and
adults--and children under 14 years appears to be
the most important one. It would be interesting to
show separately the effect of adding an adult and
that of adding a child to a household. A preliminary
analysis showed that the data did not provide a
reliable basis for doing so, but that on the other
hand, it would not be realistic to lump adults and
children together as persons, since the influence of
’children on the distribution of expenditure appeared
much smaller than that of adults.

It was therefore decided to count each child as
half an adult,¯ and to indicate household size by
number of equivalent adults, i.e. adults plus half
the number of children. For example, a household
size of 3"5 could indicate ~ adults and 3 children, or

3 adults and I child. Thus, all results for a given
household size represent averages for various types
of households with a given number of equivalent
adults.

3. The Engel functions.

The problem now arises of finding an appropriate
form of mathematical relationship between ex-
penditure on a commodity on the one hand, income
and household size on the other. This problem has l
received considerable attention on the part of
econometricians, particularly as far as the income-
expenditure relation is concerned. The discussion
may therefore suitably start with this aspect, and
consideration of the treatment of household size may
be deferred.

The simplest form of Engel functions are the
linear"ones advocated and used extensively by
Allen and Bowley (x935). Their use offers many
advantages : they allow easy and efficien~i comput-
ation, and they fulfil the additivity criterion, i.e. the
computed outlays on the various commodity groups
or commodities add up to total expenditure;
furthermore, they would readily lend themselves
to incorporation in a linear model of the economy.
Where income varies within only a comparatively
narrow range, as in a time series analysis or in a
budget collection from households of a certain
occupational or social group, these advantages may
be considered as decisive.

It appears, however, that taken over a wide range
of incomes, linear Engel functions do not adequately
describe consumers’ behaviour. Moreover, some
theoretical values of outlays may become negative
for incomes within a range that comes into the scope
of the investigation. The addition of a quadratic
term may meet the former but not the latter
objection.

Various other forms of Engel functions which
yield positive outlays for all positive incomes have
been suggested and used. The simplest of these is
the double-logarithmic function in which expendi-
tures are proportionate to a power of income, and
the relations between logarithms of income and
outlay are linear. It does not satisfy the requirement
of additivity, but can be made to do so by the
introduction of a correction factor. In this form,
it has been used by Leser (x94x) and recently by
Houthakker (i96o) who used the term " additive
logarithmic function ".

About the most appropriate form of relationship
between outlays and household size there is little
direct evidence, and the choice of formula is usually
governed by practical considerations in conjunction
with the foregoing ones ; that is to say, an additional
additive or multiplicative term is introduced
according to whether a linear or a logarithmic model
is adopted.

With the set of data described here, botli linear
and additive logarithmic functions have been
computed. The linear functionswere fbund to be
adequate for the broad commodity groups and for
the food subgroups, but not very suitable for the
sundries subgroups, where they indicated theoretical
negative values in the case of several subgroups at
realistic income and household size levels. Also, as
shown in Appendix C the additive logarithmic
function gave the better fit to the data in most cases,
and the quoted results were derived on this basis.

The mathematical form of the expenditure
function is as follows, when applied to commodity
groups :

5
C = I/ZajMfl~ -- 1H7~

where v~ indicates outlay on the ith commodity
group

v,,) its calculated or theoretical value
M total expenditure (in place of income)
H number of equivalent adults (household

size)
a~, fli, 7i constants.

We also write
zoi=v~/M for the proportion of commodity group

outlay to total expenditure.
M----’, H for average values of M and H (here the

geometric means of the I6 observations)

v,, w~ for the values that v~(c) and .w,(e) assume
when M and H are at their average level, i.e. the
geometric means of the observations adjusted for
additivity.



It is clear that equations (i) remain unchanged,
if the same number is added to ali constants fit Or
to all constants y,, or if all constants ct, are multiplied
by the same number. These constants are thus not
fully determinate~:~A suitable specification which
fixes them is as follows

5--

]--I . f-

5~
 w vj=o (2)

2--I "~-

f~I"

In this case, we have the simple relation

Furthermore, "if .we adopt this’ specification: the::
constants ~i ahd 7~ can be given) a simp’le inte?pret~

they vary very slowly and the differences between
them remain constant. It can also be shown d/at the
general expressions

5                    5

fl;-:.Zwjflj+ x and y¢---Zw~yj

represent the elasticities~of demand at any level of
income and household Size.

It goes without~saying that the constants ct~;
fl~ and 7~ are. not known ; but estimates, which Will
be denoted by a~, b~ and q, can bere~idily:derived
by-leastsquare methods. The compiitational
PrOcedure consists in constructing m~i’ltiple regres’
sions for each log v; (or log w~) on log M and log H ;
from the results, the ratios between pails of a~;~ and
the differences between pairs of ht art~[i’~pairs of c6
are obtained. The specifications (z) are ~hen:~dpplied
tO fix their values b~ and c~ then serve as estimates
for the average elasticities of demand., ...... .~ ~ ¯ation-in terms of demand..el/isticities. : _./ ~ i

The income elasticity of demand is the~perceptagc F~om the theoretical point of view, [this is, not. a
¯ " " .... ~ " ° " ° i~¯- " lincrease Or decrease m outlay on a commodlty .~perfect mmirmsmg procedure. It m qu~te plauslb e

group (or Commodity per unit percentage increase to assume randomvariations in commodity group
in income (or total expenditure) with which~: it is expenditure to be proportionate to income; thus
associated, other:things being equal. It is usually "idealiy ~We should ha~;e~
positive, :but negative values may occur with "
"inferior goods", the consumption of which is ~(w~-wi’°i)2=Min’ (i--I .... 5)

Curtailed when[more money becomes available to where w~(~)=Ca~Mb~ ~HC~
purchase more highly regarded goods. Ifx~e~inc0mei[
elasticity lies between o and i; .the,de~and is said
to be inelastiC with:regard to income; it means that
with increased spendingi 0utla)~ on the good expands
but not inproportion to totaloutlay. A good with
an income elasticity above i is said to have’ an �lastic
demand with regard to income : here expenditure
grows more.rap!dly than income or. total outlay,
pointing to the~ relative luxury character of the
commodity.

Similarly, we can.speak of an elasticity, of demand
with regard to household size~ reorienting the
percentage increase Or decreaso~in Spending on the
commodity associated with a percentage_increase in
household size. As total household incom~ is
considered as unchanged, additional outlay on one
commodity must be accompanied by reduced 6ut-
lay on another one ; and while some of these_ elas-
ticities w.illthus be positive, others will be negative.

It can bereadily Shown that when relations (z)
hold, the constants fl~and 7~ represent the elasticities
of demand with regard to income and household
size respectively at average, level of M and [H
(M-:-M--, H~r), or ::’~ briefly the average

elasticities of demand. /
With differ~at values.of H the demand elasticities

are not constant, though in his mathematical model
6

!

- f:=

/ind the sumnifition is taken over the i6 observations~
It isn0t possible.to choose one set of �0efficients

a~, bx, q, . . . , a~, Oh, c5 in such a w~f::that all
expressions are simult~ne0usly minimise~. ?~IoW-
ever, it is possibie[to adjust the constantsby~teration
in such a way that some of the normal eqtiations
derived from the above condition, ,dz)-: ~’::/!:~ :

are satisfied O
r nearly so~. This will improve the fit.

In fact the~:~adjustments required appear tO be~sm~ll
here, theo~der of magnitude being :oi for b~ and!c~, i
and)thus ibf no lpractical importance. / ~;:::[:~ ~

~. : Anottier.-iS0ssible improvement would ~consist in :::
Weighting the obse/wati0ns in p~rbportion:tb ~ndinbe/~ ::;:~:~
of households in each group. If is not difficult~to ........
reconstmct::an approximate set of appropriate ~.~Jj~’-
weights from the data but as fhey do not, With one ’~i~!!~
exception, differ very much from each other, thig ~.:
refinement .~has been Sacrificed for the~ sake./of
computational ease, and Unweighted regressjohs)
have been constructed. ~ ~ ~Y:~.. : : ~ .
: When it is desired to deii~e:~and functions for .
commodities(9r subgroUps) as Well as for commodit~
groups, a slight difficulty arises in this model, which    ~-

¯ .:. , ¯ ¯ .h
is~ absent when a’ hnear relatmnshlp xs assumed~!~If
formulae (I)are applied to individual eommodities:    .



and the results for commodity groups are obtained
by aggregation, the demand function f6r the group
will not follow furmu!a (x), and the results for the
group will depend on the classificatiori adopted
within the group. If, on the other hand, formulae
(Q are applied to individual commodities as well
as to groups, then the figures for commodities
within the group do not necessarily add up to the
group total. " .... :~ . ¯

The difficulty may be overcome by showing the
expenditure on each:comniodity as a :function not
of total expenditurelbut:6f total expenditure on the
commodity group. As in this instance, commodity
group x (Food) has been divided into 2o subgroups,
we have

¯ 31,H ’1,,Cl .. 20)VI,~(c) ~al,~ Vl(e) ,

ci=’
j=x

and similarly for~ the I I subgroups of group"5
(Sundries)               . ,: .

05 = i/I,i~;:5(JsV-~H ~/

The constants are estimated by linear regressions of
log v1,~ on log W and log H, or of log v~,~ on log v5
and 10g H respectively. In relations corresponding
to.(z)symb01s corresponding to zoo, referring to pr0-
porti0ns of total food or sundries outlay, will appear.

It "should be noted that: the constants fl~,~, 71,~
and fls,~, 75,~ Or their estimates do not in themselves
represent elasticities of demand with regard to
income or household-size, bl,~ represents the

estimated average percentage increa~se in Outlay on
some foodstuffs associated with a i% increase in
total food expenditure; the increase associated With
a I ~o increase in total expenditure is therefore given
by the product bl bl,~.~The coefficient q,~ moreover
indicates the estimated average percentage increase
in outlay on the foodstuffs in-question, associated
with a I% increase in household size, total food

TABLR L .~VERAGE ELASTICITIES OF

expenditure remaining unchanged; but as total food
expenditure does not remain unchanged when the
h0fisehold size varied, the elasticity sought is given
as the sum clb~,~+ct,~. For sundries, the position
is similar.

4. Results for commodity groups.

For the 5 main commodity groups, the most
important results are shown in the following table.
An indication Of accuracy is provided in the fbrin of
standard errors ; ::broadly speaking, we can reason-
ably expect thetrue figures to"lie Within a range of
2-3 times the standard error from the estimates.

The first column of figures indicates that an
increase in total outlay by, say, m%:--probably
brought about by a correspondingly higher income--
implies generally an increase of about 5% in outlay
on food and on fuel and light, a xo% increase in
housing expenditure, and a I5%" increase in ex-
penditure on clothing and on sundries. The demand
for food, andthat for fuel and light can thUsbe said
to be inelastic, the demand for clothing and for
sundries to be elastic with regard to inc6me, whilst
housing appears to be a border line ease.

The results¯ are in agreement with those previously
obtained for other countries and places. In z~.
family budget enquir~ies analysed and quoted by
Allen and Bowley (x935) the demand elasticities
given range from o.3 to o.9 for food, from o.9:toi.9
for clothing, from o.z to x.z for fuel and light,
from o.5 to x.z for rent, and from i’i tO z.3Tor
other items. Similarly, in 35 surveys analysed~b¥
Houthakker (x957), mostly referring to the post:war
period, the elasticities lie between o.344 and o.73t
for food, between o.9x8 and x.784 for clothing,
between o.346 and x.x~z for housing (including
fuel and light), and b6tween i.o8i and ~.879 for
miscellaneous items ; and a value of o.6 for food,
x’z for clothing, o.8 for hous!ng and 1.6 for other
items is considered a reasonable estimate for a
country for which no expenditure data are available:

DEMAND FOR COMMODITY GROUPS

i

I

2

3
4
5

Commodity group

~k" ¯

Food .. . ..
Clothing ..
Fuel and light
Housing ..
Sundries ..

°, *°

o, °,

°, *,

°° -.°

All groups ..

-Average, elasticity -of, demand with regard, to

t0ta:!: outlay ’(income), b~

o.553+o’oz6
x’54o+o’o75
o’499~o’o38
o’967~o’o~5 .,
~’499q-o’o25 ....

| ¯household size: �i

o’4oi +0’037
"o,2oz=Eo,m9
~..o.’07 ~ :+-0’055
-0.53~-q-o.o36
--o’~974-o.o37

0



The fact that food expenditure ¯tends to increase
less than total expenditure was already familiar to
Engel and is known as Engel’s law.

The most interesting result is that for housing,
where the estimated demand elasticity lies a little
below I, but the difference from i is too small to be
statistically significant.    The view sometimes
expressed as Schwabe’s law--that housing demand,
like food demand, is inelastic -has been widely
held, but is not universally accepted. It has been
challenged for example by Muth (I96O), who
suggests that an income elasticity of x or higher for
housing demand is realistic. The Irish data would
seem to support his view on the whole.

The conclusion must, however, be qualified in the
light of further analysis. The Engel functions for
commodity groups, the results of which have been
summarised and which are given in full in Appendix
B, have been applied to average total outlay and
household size in each of the five social groups
distinguished, and the actual expenditure pattern
has been compared with this computed one. Some
of the differences fall into a clear pattern : housing
expenditure rises more than expected on the basis
of the Engel function, expenditure on sundries less
than expected as we go up the social scale. This
indicates that a social class effect has operated in
the direction of raising the income elasticity of
demand for housing and of lowering that for
sundries. In other words, with a rise in income but
not in social status, the percentage increase in
housing e~penditure would not be as large, and the
percentage increase in sundry expenditure more
than x½ times as large, as the percentage increase in
income or total outlay.

The sec0isd set of figures in Table i refers to
variations in household composition and suggests
that a larger household spendsmore on food and
less on all 0ther expenditure groups than a small
household, assuming that the same amount of
spending power is available. As one illustration,

consider households with the same income of 2
and 2½ equivalent adults 2 adults, and 2 adults
with a child or alternatively, households o£ 4 and

5 equivalent adults.: As defined here, the size of the
larger exceeds that of the smaller household by 25%.
On the average, the larger household :will tend to
spend io% more on food, but 5% less on clothing,
2% less on fuel and light, x31% less on housing,
and 7½% less on sundry items.

The figures for clothing and for fuel and light
are small and not statistically significant; that is to
say, there is insufficient evidence to Show that larger
households do, in fact, cut down on clothing or on
fuel and light. The additional_outlay demanded
on food, and the consequent reduced spending on
housing and on sundries seems, however, clearly
established.

The combined effect of an increase in:household
size and an increase in income in the same proportion
can be gauged by adding the two elasticities together.
The sum is seen to be slightly below ~ for food,
substantially below I for fuel arid light and for
housing, but well above i for clothing ahd sundries.
This suggests that the larger household, given a
proportionately higher income, is substantially
better off: the members benefit from economies of
scale as far as housing and fuel 0.fitlay is c0nee’med
(though not appreciably from economies with food~f ..
and thereis more money available for comparative~1 ....
luxury spending.

These results, strictly speaking, only hold exactly
at the average, level of .total outlay and household
size, that is to say, in the neighbourhood of a total
outlay of 2o4.44s. per week, and a household size of
3.492 equivalent adults. Theseaverages have be~n /~
derived as geometric means of the x 6 obser~cati0ns~; ..... ;
the averages published or ,available in the reP0rti
representing weighted arithmetic means, are 216"86s.
and 3.48 equivalent adults (2-8i adults arid 1"34
children). At the average level ;of the present
analysis, the expenditure pattern is as follows :

TA~iL~. 2, AVERAGE EXPENDITURE ON’EACH COMMODITY GROUP

Averag61 expenditure on group. ....

I

2

3
4
5

Commodity group

Food ....
Clothing    ..
Fuel and light
Housing ..
Sundries ..

°. . .. .

° . °. t

All groups

per.household.per week (s.)

v¢

83 "56
23 "39
i6.i3
I4"7o
66.66

° 204"44

as proportion 0f tota|0utlay (%).
I oo [oi

40.87
I I "44
7"89
7"I9

32.6i;

IO0’O0

-:; ....... ., .::i¯ .. :’i., . .. !’

J~

5¯_.



The Engel functions, shown in Appendix B, allow
the computation of the theoretical expenditure
pattern in absolute or relative terms at any level of
total outlay and household size. In the first instance,
this has been done for the values of M and H
assumed in the 16 groups of households on which
the analysis is based. This permits a comparison
to be made between actual, and theoretical ex-
penditures, and thus to judge the goodness of the
fit for the Engel function to the data.

A glance through Table 3 shows that the agreement
between actual and theoretical figures is on the
whole close ; especially for food and housing and

also for sundries when the size of the group is taken
into account, the fit may well be described as
excellent. It is least satisfactory for clothing
expenditure; this, however, is an expenditure
group in which considerable irregularities may be
expected to be found and do in fact occur, unless
budgets are kept over a long period of time. Numeri-
cal measures of closeness or goodness of fit are
given in Appendix C.

The variations in expenditure pattern with
different household size and income can more
readily be gauged when the demand functions are
applied to a few selected values of M and H, and

TABLE 3. ACTUAL AND CALCULATED EXPENDITURE ON EACH COMMODITY GROUP FOR x6 INCOME SIZE
GROUPS

Actual (v~)or calculated (v¢o~) expenditure On---
Equivalent : Total I

adults ¯ outlay (s.) Food Clothing Fuel and Housing Sundries
light

H M i: 1 2 3 4 5

1"515 44"94 731 21-82 2"13 8"23 5"13 7"63
7)i(e) 22.92 2"38 7.12 4"79 7"82

1.565 75"44 731 33"36 4"5I 9’57 7"7° 20.30
Vi(e) 33"4I 5.68 9"94 8.23 18.18

1.855 124"64 vi 50"31 13"48 13"14 I1"56 36.13 "
Vi(o) 48"79 12"28 13"o4 12"62 37"91

i .83 222"93 73{ 66.87 32’35 15’64 22"43 85 "64
731(e} 65"51 29"49 17"o7 21.83 :’~ , 89"o3

2"96 92"07 73~ 47"31 7"29 lO:29 7"28 19"9o
Vi(e) 47 "77 6.72 lO’41 7"°5 2o.12

3 "°7 146’5° Vt 66 .o2 I5"96 13’o5 lO’33 41"I4
731(e} 65"51 i4.26 13.68 1I’33 41 "72

3"o85 227"21 73i 8o.95 " 33"20 17"31 17"3I 78 ’44
Vi(o) 83 "98 28"11 17’o9 17"33 80"7°

3 "28 358.27 lO6.OO 49"74 2o "49 27 "53 154"51
Vi(e) lO6"95 54"o7 2o’63 25"16 151.46

4"03 135"29 7o’34 11.64 12.19 8"86 32"26
~)i(o) 68"55 11"71 12’64 8"9° 33’49

4"28 218"44 V[ 94’65 27.58 14"46 13 ’49 68.26
’l)�(c) 93 "93 24.83 16.41 I4.o6 69 .21

4.62 331.2o 119 "03 46.13 18.72 19"85 127"47
VI(o) 12o.6o 45’9° 19"87 I9"96 124"87

4"765 49o’14 147"15 74"97 27 ’26 28 "22 212"54
Vi(e) 145 "64 8o.o7 23"15 27 "54 213’74

5"945 175"28 V~ 92"85 14.72 13"9o 9"87 43 "94
Vi(o) 92"15 16.o8 13 ’95 9"26 43 "84

6.615 3o5"44 vi 132’79 39"16 17"53 14"35 1oi.61
vi(o) 133.75~ 37"84 18.69 15"3r 99 "85

6.9° 468’21 % 168.96 72"o4 25 ’44 21.99 179"78
Vi(~) 168.95 71"o3

138"21.

22.62 22"20 183"41
6.4i 749"o8 196"94 120"23 27.11 34"72 37o’o8

%(0) .. 197"83 26 "73 33"8I 352"5° ,,
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when figures are given for w~�~) instead of v~cc), that
is to say they are expressed as proportions of total
outlay. This is done in Table 4 for households of
2, 4 and 6 equivalent adults, with a total outlay of
£5, £IO or £15. For each Commodity group, one
can read off the eff6ct of an increase total Outlay by
going from left toright, and the effect of an increase
in household size by going downwards¯ The figures
in the diagonals from the top left hand to the bottom
right hand corner refer to households with the same
total outlay per equivalent adult, viz. £2 lOS. The
bottom left hand corner refers to households on the

patterns and need little comment. The variations
are more marked between income than between Size
groups for clothing and for fuel and light, Whilst the
opposite applies to housing ; thisfact is implied/in
the results obtained_for average elasticities of
demand. The differences in expenditure patterns
between small and large households with total
outlay proportionate to size are also worth noting.

The set of figures on the right hand.side-shows
that income elasticities of demand tend to decrease
with rising income, and to increase with rising
household size (and thus declining income per

extreme poverty line with only 16s./8d. per adult head).: This is on the wholeplausib!e; and-the
and half that per child to spend ; whilst the house- theoretical problems involved have, recently: been
hold inthe top right corner, with an expenditure of discussed by Houthakker (f96o)Who Usedthe model
£7-xos.-per adult are Comfortably off. ~ to explain differences in demand elasticities atwidely

Variations in elasticities Of demand are also: differing income levels¯ ~!.i:(
shown: the validity ofthis comparison, of course;~ The numerical values Of the demand elasticities
stands or-falls with
mathematical model¯ household size and: total outlay are removed from %

The figures in the left-hand part of:the table their average values, and they should therefore be :i.
illustrate the extreme variability 6f expenditure interpreted with caution. Nevertheless, the:tabul-

T~t,a.4. : EXPENDITUKE.pATTERNS AND INCQME.E.LASTICITIES OF.DEMAND-FOR HOUSEHOLDS OF .
...... DIFFERENT. SIZES ,AND DIFFERENT INCOMES " "

the appropriateness of the "~becdme less accurately determhied the further ......... ~’i

Food :
H=2 ..
H=4 ..
H=6 ..

Clothing :
H=2

n=4
H=6

Fuel land iig t:
H=2 ..

Expenditure as % of totafoutlay:
100 gO~

f

. M=2oo

32"46
43"52
50"3°

12"44
I0"98
9"94

M=3oo

25 ¯94
36¯00
42’53

14"83
13"55
I2"54

Income,elasticity : of . demand.:, : :
b~-- ~wjbj + i : ~ ::

ML- IO0    M=2oo " (M=30o:("

0’.633.
o¯716
o’761

1¯62oi

. I’7O2
I "747

¯ o~579!

o.489~
..... o.576:

0"63o.

1.475
1.562i
1.616

¯ . . \- k .,y), .

0.’495
0.488

- , o:542.
., .-    .,.

¯ L:’:.

I’392 :~:’: :"
I q’74 ::f

,1 "528

H=4
H=6

Housing :
H=2 "

H=4
H=6

Sundries :
H=2 ..
H=4 ..
H=6 .,

IO

’ 43’99
: 55.56’

62"03

8"5I

~ 7~98
! 6"18. ’ "

11.48

I0"45
9 "64

8"I6

7"89
7"53

9"52
6"68

’ 5’3o

6"38
6.38
6.23

9"00
6"54
5 "29

0"66Ii
o .7o7

1 .o47
1.I29
i’I75

I’579
I’661

i"7o6

3:),.-

:d,"

"’5-3-    y

" 9:4311¯ ....... o"351
: 6"522(: :.)i:/:,: 6- 3:4
0"575 0’.4883

o.829
0"902

-, 0;956’:

1"351 :
¯I"433

I "487

9.69

6"41
4"9°

26’33
2̄0"50
I7"25

37 "42
3o’93
26"93

43 "85
37"53

: 33.41

5 " ’

0’902
o’99oI

"I¯743

!
1 "434

1-521
I "575

%-



ation serves as asalutary reminder of the fact that
income elasticities of demand cannot be taken as
constant, and it is an over-simplification to speak of
the income-elasticity of demand even for a given
time, place and social group. In particular, the
demand for housing may well be, as it is here,
elastic with regard to income for some households
and inelastic for others.    :

The elasticities with regard to household size
which are not shown in>the tables are likewise
subject to variation. For example, for M=loo and
H=6, the elasticities should be o.152 below those
shownin Table1, i.e. 0"249, --0"354, etc.; for M=3oo
and H=2, they are about o.1o9 above the values in
table x (so that the figure for fuel and]light becomes
positive). In the three groups for Wiuch M/H=5o,
the elasticities in table I apply when a minor
correction, in form of deductingo.ox3 to o.o2i has
been made. The general remarks made about
variations in income elasticities of demand equally
apply in this case.

5" Results for food.
The demand for food has been subjected to a

further analysis, in which the whole group has been
broken down into 2o components. The names of
the food subgroups, which will be found in the
tables, are largely self-explanatory, but some notes
on the foodstuffs concerned are given in Appendix A.

The importance of the various food items in the
average food budget and in the average total budget
is shown in table 5 ; the figures refer to an average
total outlay of 2o4.44s. and an average household
size of 3"492 equivalent adults. It is seen that in this
average budget, about 60% of total food outlay is
accounted for by the following subgroups or combin-
ations of them and about lO% by each : bread and
flour; milk; butter; eggs, cheese and miscellaneous fats;
beef ; potatoes and vegetables. A further 20% goes
on meat other than beef and fish, leaving 20% for
various other foodstuffs.

The main results of the analysis are given in
Table 6. As previously explained, the relation

TABLE "5. ¯ AVERAGE EXPENDITURE ON EACH FOOD SUBGROUP

2

3
4
5
6
7
8
9

IO

II

12

13
14
I5
i6
17
18
1.9
20

Food subgroup

Bread and flour ....
Biscuits and cakes ..
Milk ......
Butter ......
Miscellaneous fats and cheese
Eggs ....
Beef ....
Mutton ....
Miscellaneous Meat
Fish ....
Potatoes ....
Vegetables ..
Fresh fruit ....
Tinned and dried fruit
Tea, etc., ....
Sugar ....
Preserves ....
Cereals    ..     ..
Sweets, ice-cream, etc~,
Miscellane6us food

Average expenditure

per household. as Percentage of
perweek (S.)

q-Jl~i total food outlay¯ total outlay
IO0 ~/Jl,i/gOl 100 gOl~i

7"79 9"32. 3.8:1
2"79 3"33 1 "36
8"99 lO.76 4 "4°
8’21 9"83 4"o2
1 "59 I "9°

-o.78
5 "79 6"93 2.83
8.31 9"95 4:07
3 "46 4"14 :I~’69,

11"16 13"36 5 "46b
1.86 2"23 o’9I

3"69 ¯ 4"42 I "80

4"o8 4"89 2"00

I "32 1.58 0"65
0.70 : o.84 -" 0.34
2.38 2.84 I’I6

1.93 2-3I o.94
1.44 I "72 0"7°

I "29 : ~i,54 o.63
1.39 1.66 :: o.68
5"39 6"45 2"64

83 "56 lOO.0O 40 "87

¯ ..... ..

/kiL food ..



directly investigated is that which outlay on each
food bears to total food expenditure and tO household
size. The partial regression coefficients on total food
expenditure must therefore be interpreted as total
food outlay elasticities of demand, whilst they
regression~coefficients on household size do not
readily le~d themselves to a direct interpretation.
This is so because they only represent one of the
effects which variation in household size has on
expenditure for each kind of food ; the other effect
operates through the additional total food outlay
which has been shown to go hand in hand with a
larger household size, other things being equal.
This set of figures is therefore not shown here--
though it appears in the Engel function given in the
appendix--but elasticities of demand with regard to
income and household size can be easily derived;
and they are shown together with the total food
outlay elasticities.

If the food subgroups are classified according to
the value of their elasticity of demand with regard to

TABLE 6 : ELASTICITIES

food outlay and total outlay, they may be divided
into six categories. There are firstly those foods,
consumption of which does not vary appreciably
with income or total food outlay; they are br6ad
and flour, butter, and potatoes (3 subgroups). ,/For
foodstuffs in the second category, expenditure
increases with total food outlay but far more slowly,
and total outlay elasticities are low ; this applies to
milk, tea, etc. and sugar (3). Thirdly, expenditure
increases approximately in proportion with t0tal’fo0d
outlay, but still considerably less than total eXpendi-
ture and income elasticities are about 0.5-:-0.6 in
the case of miscellaneous fats and cheese, beef,
miscellaneous, meat, preserves and cereals (5)’
Fourthly, expenditure increases more than pro-
portionately to total food outlay but still less than
proportionately to income for eggs, and vegetables
(2). The fifth category contains foods with total
outlay elasticities of about I ; these’are biscui.t~and
cakes, mutton and fish (3)- Finally, high income
elasticities, in the neighbourhood of 1.5,. are fotmd

OF DEMAND FOR FOOD.

Average elasticity of demand with regard to
I

i Food subgroups total food¯ total, outlay household¯ size
outlay (income) ,...

.’.. ¯ !

blbl,l ~161,~=+’c1,,

I Bread and flour ---o,o9{~b’o7x. ~o’o5o I’000

2 Biscuits and cakes 2.I2O+O.O78 I.I73 --0.273
3 Milk o.565-t-o’o49 o’3I3 o.682
4 Butter o.io24-o.o48 0.056 o’99o
5 Misc. fats and cheese o’8374-o’o62 o’463 0’523
6 Eggs 1.213+0"051 0"67I 0.248
7 Beef 0.882± .0056 o-488 o.492
8 Mutton 2"o8o4-o’I25 1.15I --0.496
9 Miscellaneous meat I’1374-o’o62 0"629 ¯ 0.23°

Io Fish 1.745 4-o’o46 o.966 " --o’o7I
II Potatoes o.o164-o.o98 o’oo9 ,, o.9I3
I2 Vegetables I’2774-o7o5o , ,. 0"7o7 o’2II - ¯

13 Fresh fruit 2"9o64-o’o93 1.6o8 --o.446
14 Tinned and dried fruit 2.6294-o’114 I "455 --o.272
I5 Tea, etc. o’4974-o’o53 0.275 0.486 \
16 Sugar o’3384-o’o25 0"I87

¯    , \,

0"750 ¯ -
17 Preserves o.888-4-o.o76 O’492 0"476 ~.,
18 Cereals 0"8344-o’o97 o’462 0"632 ’:
19 Sweets and ice-cream, etc. 2"5224-0’090 L396 .. [, --O"I74

20 Miscellaneous food 2’78x 4-O.lO6 1.539 ¯ ---0.4o4

All food , I . . 0"553 ] o’4oi
,.

I2

¯ ~." :)%..

~ L’7[ ..



for fresh fruit, tinned and dried fruit, sweets and
ice-cream, etc., and miscellaneous food (4). Com-
modity classification in the foregoing categories is
shown in Table 7.

The most surprising features are the low value of
the income elasticity obtained for butter, and the
high value obtained for mutton. The result for
butter had already been obtained and commented
upon by the F.A.O. (i957). Butter does not appear
to be an inferior good, at least at average income
levels, as the coefficient is almost significally positive
at the 5% level ; yet it makes a strange companion
to the other foods in this category, viz. bread and
flour, and potatoes. It is also notable that margarine
which forms a textbook example of an inferior good,
is not--or at any rate was not at the date of the
enquiry--an inferior good in Ireland ; it forms part
of the " miscellaneous fats and cheese" subgroup
and if the admittedly small figure for margarine
was extracted, an even higher value would be
obtained for the income elasticity than that of the
subgroup. There is--or has been--no tendency to
replace butter by margarine at low levels of house-
hold income. The high level of fat consumption at
low income levels may be explained by the high con-
sumption of bread and potatoes which it convention-
ally accompanies, but the adherence to butter
would appear to be more traditional than rational.

There is no obvious explanation for the special
position as a luxury food that mutton occupies, as
compared with meat in general. Otherwise, the foods
with an income elastic demand are more or less~those
one would intuitively classify as relative luxuries.
None of them plays an important part in the average
food budget.

There is generally more variation between results
of different enquiries with regard to kinds of food
than with regard to commodity groups. Allen and
Bowley (I935) list elasticities for broad food groups
in relation to total food outlay obtained from z6

result derived for Ireland indicates a wider dis-
persion between the income elasticities for different
kinds of food than would appear to exist for Great
Britain. It would appear that in Britain the demand
for most foods was moderately inelastic, with a
heavy concentration of results round the "5 mark.
It may, however, be mentioned that different
results, generally showing wider dispersion and
closer to the Irish experience, were given by Stone
(i954) in his analysis of the same material in
combination with other data.

To return to Table 6, the last column of figures
shows the effect of variations in household size on
food purchases. Broadly speaking, we can state that
with additional consumers and no additional income
in the household, much more is spent on food in the
first two categories which have a very inelastic
demand ; somewhat more on the third and fourth
categories of food for which demand is slightly
inelastic; less is spent on goods in the fifth and
sixth categories, which are relative luxuries.

Furthermore, the sum of the two elasticities
shown in Table 6 is generally close to I but a little
lower which means that a little less is generally spent
on most foods in relation to total expenditure in
large than in small households with the same income
per equivalent adult. The most marked exceptions
to this rule are fresh fruit, tinned and dried fruit, and
sweets and ice-cream etc., which seem to command
a greater share in the large households. The
opposite extreme is afforded by the case of tea,
possibly indicating substantial economies of scale
in tea making. Of course, the higher proportion of
children in the larger households may be partly
responsible for these effects.

The;fit of the Engel curves to the observations is
generally good. Table 7 is designed to illustrate
both the variations in food expenditure patterns
between different household groups and the ability
of the theoretical scheme to explain them. Here the

enquiries with which the first column of figures in foodstuffs have been arranged according to the value
r-11

¯ . ., , . . . . .able 7 is comparable. For cereals including bread,J of their demand elasticities, and the distribution of
the figures are generally well below I /a~nd outlay is shown for 4 of the I6 household groups on
occasionally negative; for meat generally a/little which the analysis is based, namely those/giving
above I ; for dairy products around i ; for/sugar extreme combinations of small or large household
well below i ; for miscellaneous foods well a~bove I size and low or high income.
(for vegetables including potatoes as well as tfia and A comparison between the first and second, or
coffee, the range of results is very wide).[ The/between the third and fourth columns of figures
results obtained here generally fit in to ~J~e// shows the effect of differences in total outlay on
patterns. ~N~.,f~d consumlStion; this is clearly seen to be very

A comparison may be apposite with the results~ht in the first and very substantial in the last
obtained by Prais and Houthakker (x955) from their ca~gory of fooclstuffs. The agreement between
analysis of the British working class household the\~ctual and !theoretlcal values is close in every

budget enquiry of i937-38. Generally speaking, the insta~c~ ~-
\ /
.~/ r3



,T~,- 7. %ACTUAL" AND, THEORETICAL-FOOD" ~XPENDITURE "PATTERNS,

Foods

I .Brea&and.flour; but t.er, .potatoes.

II Milk, tea, etc., sugar ....

III Miscellaneous- fats; and_ cheese,
beef, miscellaneous meat, pre-
serves, cereals.

IV Eggs, vegetables.

V Biscuits and cakes, mutton, fish

VI Fresh’fruit, tinned and dried fruit,"
sweets and ice-cream, etc.,
miscellaneous food.

All food.

Actual and calculated food expenditure in household with:

Size ’(eq:,a.d,).
Outlay (S.)

Actual
CalcuLated

Actual
Calculated

Actual
Calculated

Actual
Calculated

Actual
Calculated

Actual
Calculated

Actual
Calculated

1"515
44"94

6’99
7"74
4"27
4"29
5"89
6"22

2"29
2"33
1.54
i "49
o.84
o.85

21 "82
22"92

IO.I5
9"49
8"45

8"13
17"77
17.88

8’25
8"22
9"73

10"12
12"52
11"67

66.87
65"51

5"945
i75;28

32;68
30"51
i6.7o
16.68
24.o7"
24.86

9.oo
9"33
5.o6
5-38
5"34
5"39

92"85
92"I5

In the case of a number of foodstuffs, the ad-
ditional outlay associated with an increase in income
is attributed partly to a larger quantity purchased,
and partly to a higher quality or higher price paid
for the same quantity. The proportion of the ’ad-
ditional expenditure accounted for by this quality
factor appears to be about 8o% in the case of tea,
about 30% in the case of beef and fish, and about
lO% in the case of butter, eggs, mutton and pre-
serves. In the Case of bread, a lower quantity
consumed in the higher income groups is partly
offset by a higher price paid per unit. There is, of
course, no means of distinguishing between true
qualitydifferences and differentials in prices for
identical goods. ; .. ~

6. Results for Sundries

. Theexpenditure on sundries constitutes an
important part of the total household budget, the
proportion of total outlay devoted to it varying from
about one-sixth to one-half. On the average, its
share in the household budget is about one-third,
and it is thus second in importance only to food
with an average share of about two-fifths. A further
study of the demand for the goods and services
making)Cup this group is therefore indicated.

The subgroups chosen have been those given in
the published report, except that " Education" and
" Medical expenses " which show a very small

14

32’28
33"32
27"22
25"85

53"16
53.24

22"74
22’74
22"87
23"18
38"67
39"5°

outlay or even no outlay at all for some household
groups have been combined and that alcoholic drink
has been included with miscellaneous goods instead
of with tobacco. Eleven subgroups have thus been
obtained; they are listed in Table 8, which at the
same time indicates the relative importance of each
at average levels of household size and income.
Some explanatory notes are given in Appendix A.

The subgroups, or some of them, could also have
been treated as individual commodity groups, since
their combination does not make a natural group
like food. However, it is not unreasonable to
suppose that the consumer first decides on the
distribution of his outlay over the five main com-
modity groups, and then decides how to spend the
amount available for sundries. This assumption
justifies the present treatment, in which expenditure
On each sundries subgroup is treated as a function
of expenditure on the whole group as well as house-

hold size. Results are presented here in a similar
form to those given for food.

By and ¯large, the expenditure data show greater
irregularities for the sundries subgroups than for
broad groups and foodstuffs ; these are particularly
marked for education and medical expenses, and
for services. This implies that the regression
coefficients which represent or enter into demand
elasticities are less accurately estimated here~a
fact which is/partly reflected in larger standard
errors--and the results must be interpreted with
some caution. ....



Nevertheless, some results are brought out quite and high incomes, but the variations are relatively
clearly. The one subgroup which stands out from small.
the rest by virtue of its low income elasticity of The elasticity of demand for tobacco is also
demand is that of household non-durable goods, shown to be not only much lower than that for the
which includes household soap, soap powders, group as a whole, but also below i, though not very
polishes, etc. This is, of course, quite plausible, much. A similar result has been obtained for
Average outlay on these items amounted to about Britain in I937-38 by Prais and Houthakker (1955).
2s.]6d. per week for a medium-sized household; The data for tobacco are believed to be far more
this tends to be somewhat lower for small house- reliable than those for alcoholic beverages ; never-
holds and low incomes, higher for large households theless, it is possible that they also contain some

TAnL~ 8, AVERAGE OUTLAY. ON.EACH.SUNDRIES, SUBGROUP

I

2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9

IO

II

Sundries subgroup

Tobacco ........
Household non-durable goods
Personal care ......
Household durable goods ..
Miscellaneous goods ....
Travel and holidays ....
Entertainment ......
Education and medical expenses
Social security ......
Services ........
Postage, subscriptions, etc. ..

All sundries ......

per household
per. week (s.)

II’I4
2.60
I "32

4"32
6"15
7’29
4’71
5 "41
7.58
9"55
6.59

66.66

Average expenditure

as percentage. ¯ of ’ expenditure "on :

all sundries
I OO

16.7o
Y9o
1 "99
6"47
9"23

Io’94
7"07
8"12

11.36
14"33

9"89

I00"00

5 "45
I "27
0"65
2"II

3"°I
3"57
2.31
2"65
3’7°
4"67
3"22

32.6I

TABLE, rg"" EL,ASTICITIES’ OFt DEMAND ,FOR, SUNDRIES

Ayerage’elasticity ofdemand.withregard to :

i Sundries subgroup total sundries total outlay household, size
outlay bs.,~. bs.bs,~.

I Tobacco .. . ..... o,554~’9,06Q 0.830 0"097
2 Household. non-durable goods o’287d-o’oi5 0"430 0.270
3 Person~l care ...... o.941±o’o63 I’4IO --0"223
4 Household durable goods .. I"443±o"o93 2"I62 --I’OI7

5 Miscellaneous goods .... 0"949+0"043 I’422 --0"459
6 Travel and holidays .... 1.7424-o’o76 2"611 --1"022

7 Entertainment ...... 1"o77+o’o89 1"614 o’136
8 Education and medical .. I.IO2±O’rO6 1.652 0"252
9 Social security ...... 0.8624-0"058 1.292 0"020

IO Services ........ I’0884-0°I08 1.63o --0.635
II Postage, subscriptions, etc. .. o.877+o.o58 I’314 --o.412

All sundries ...... I 1"499 --?’297

15



errors in recording, Stone (i954) did not c0nsi~ier
budget data for tobacco or drink sufficiently reliable
to use and based his analysis for these commodities
entirely on time series, thus obtaining estimates for
the income elasticity of demand for tobacco in the
neighbourhood of o.2.

At the other end of the scale are the subgroups
"household durable goods" and "travel and
holidays " (which includes motoring). The income
elasticity of demand for these subgroups are greater
than 2 and well above the figure for the whole
sundries group ; theyare also higher than the figure
for clothing. At the same time expenditure falls
sharply with increasing household I size but
unchanged total household income. These two
items thus form the main outlay for luxury spending.

The remaining subgroups are characterised by
elasticities of demand with regard to total outlay and
household size which are not substantially and,
generally speaking, not significantly different from
the corresponding figure for all sundries ; they can
thus be regarded as moderate luxuries. The sum of
the two elasticities is, however, much in excess of I
with regard to entertainment, as well as education
and medical expenses. This implies that large
households with the same income per equivalent
adult devote a far greater proportion of their re-
sources to these two kinds of services than small
households. With regard to education and medical
expenses, the explanation may lie partly in the
higher proportion of children in the large households
and partly in social class variations in expenditure
habits. The result with regard to entertainment
may be associated with variations in the age structure
of households, and in the varying adequacy of the
ordinary dwelling unit to the needs of smaller or
larger households; this is a problem which may
well be of interest to the sociologist:

7. Summary and implications

An attempt has been made to derive statistical
relationships between total expenditure and house-
hold size on one hand, and the amounts spent on
various goods and services on the other hand.
These expenditure functions permit the assessment,-
for any given household size, of the effects that
variations in total available spending money have on
the pattern of household expenditure; they also
permit comparisons in expenditure patterns for
households of different}size. In particular, numerical
values for income-elasticities of demand may be
estimated.

z6

Perfect accuracy Cannot be claimed for the results,
which Contain errors in the original records, errors
due to the use of grouped data as well as those due
to the shortcomings of the methods employed.
Although the results are thus open to revision in the
light of fresh informatiori that may come to hand,
they nevertheless provide a Set-of mutually con-
sistent figures. The main results may be summarised
as follows :

(a) Demand is inelastic with regard to income,
i.e. it tends to rise less than in proportion to total
outlay, for themajority of foodstuffs, for fuel and
light, and for non-durable household goods like
washing and Cleaning materials. In particular, the
demand for bread and flour, butter and potatoes
hardly increases at all with rising income or~ inthe
case of bread, even tends to decline.

(b) Demand is elastic With regard to income, or’

rises more than in proportion tO total-outiay, for
fruit, sweets and various minor food items including
meals away from home, for clothing, personal care,
durable consumer goods, reading material, etc., as
well as for most services, t The highest demand
elasticities, amounting to more than 2, are found for
household durable goods, and for travel and
holidays.

(c) Borderline Cases are formed by a few food-
stuffs llke biscuits and cakes,-mutton and fish, as
well as housing, and tobacco. In these cases, ex-
penditure increases approximately in proportion to
total expenditure, and the proportion of money
devoted to them remains approximately unaffected

by the income level.

(d) Given the same amount of household income,
large householdsas comparedwith small ones spend
a high proportion of it on food, particularly bulk
foodstuffs, on non-durable household goods, and on
education and medical expenses. Conversely, they
spend low proportions on other goods and services,
notably housing, consumer durables, travel and other
services.                                           ’

(e) Givefi the same amount of income per
equivalent adult, a relatively high proportion is
spent by large households on travel, entertainment,
education and medical services, and on clOthing;
by small households on fuel and light and on
h9using.

iThe findings apply to some extent to the Changes
in consumption expenditure which may be expected
to accompany a rise in disposable real national
income. Other things being equal, demand can be
expected to grow most rapidly in respect of the
goods and services with a highly income-elastic



demand, and least or not at all for those items for
which demand is very inelastic ; the implications on,
say, the market for butter are obvious. This effect
would be to a minor extent counteracted by a more
even distribution of income which would stimulate
the demand for goods with moderately low income
elasticities.

This conclusion is subject to stringent quali-
fications. In the first instance, it cannot be taken
for granted that income elasticities of demand
derived for the years i951-52 will apply without
modification in present-day conditions or indeed to
any change over time at all. Secondly, price
variations which cannot be studied in a static
analysis play an important role in demand variations

over time; the effect may be expressible in com-
paratively simple terms of price-elasticities in some
instances, but may be very complex in the case of
durable consumer goods. Finally, the introduction
of new goods and services, the development of hire-
purchase, and other factors bring about changes in
tastes and habits of consumption which are often so
large as to be decisive.

There are still wide gaps in our knowledge of
consumers’ behaviour even for countries like Britain
and the United States in which much research has
been done in this field. The present study does not
pretend to close this gap in our knowledge for the
Irish economy ; it merely attempts to make it a little
narrower.
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Appendix A : The food and sundries subgroups

-k .. ,:@i

2.,~’

: .k._.

Food’or sundries Subgroup     ’ Code Nos:
in’�,S~0: Remarks ’ ’~       "

.- No. ’ , Name report’

I Bread and flour ............... : 1-9
2 Biscuits and cakes ...... .:. ...... IO--II

3 Milk ........ % ........... x2-16 Inelddes cream

4 Butter ¯ ....... 17 .~’]"" ii:: .
Miscellaneous fats and cheese .... ’ ~ 8-22

..Eggs " . .................. : 23
7 Beef

:’"" ....
. ....... " .... ~ .....24-25 Includes veal and corned beef

" 8 Mutto n ......... ~ ...... ..... -.:..    26
Miscellaneous meat .......... :: .., 27-4° Includes bacon, meat products

IO Fish     .. .......... .... , ..... 41-54
II Potatoes :... . .............. ¯ :... 55
I2 Vegetables ....... : ........ : 56w4
I3 Fresh Fruit .... ...: ... ........ ’ 7.5-82
14 Tinned and dried fruit ......... =.. "83789 ~Includes bottled fruit
x5 Tea, etc ............. .. -:.:, 9o:93 IricludeS Coffee and; cocoa
x6 Sugar ............... ..... ~94
17. Preserves ..................... 95 Jam and marmalade
x8 Cereals " . ............... .... 96-IO4 Oatmeal, breakfast’ cereals, rice, sago, etc.

I9 Sweets, ice-cream, etc ......... II5-II6 Includes chocolates, soft drinks and ~cide~r,
20 Miscellaneous food ............ I05~’I I4

Includesmeals away from home.
117-119

kk

I Tobacco ........... ........ : 2,24-225
2 Household non, durable goods ........ 226-232
3 Personal ease ................... 233-238
4 Household durable goods ........ 239-261 includes semi-durable goods

4 Mtscellaneous goods ........ 223,262-27° Alcoholic drink, newspapers, b00ksi etc ¯
Travel and holidays ¯ ¯ ...: . ........ 271-278 Includes all expenditure on motor cars¯ ,

7 Entertainment . ............... 279-283
8 Education and medical ............ 284-289
9 Social security ................ 29o-292 Insurance and trade union stilsscrlPtions.

IO ’Services ........ ............ 293-298 Haircuts, ¯ sh0e. repairs, laundry,., dearfing,
domestic service, etc.. . ~,.

II Postage, subscriptions, ere ......... 299-3o5 Includes licences, pocket-money for
a.../ children, etc. :

-    k

¯, 6¯~

i8
1
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Appendix B : The expenditure functions

Since computations,is by means of logarithms in practice, the muhiplieafive constants in the expenditure functions
are best given as powers of Io. We then have, for commodity groups :
Vx(c)~-~Io°’42501 M°’55343 n°’4°°78 C
) . .--r,~ 2.07927 A/fl.ff3996 TAr 0.20234 tm

Vat0)= I00"09260 M°’49924 H--0.07094 C "~,

v - ---I0 0.77854 aar0.96719 TAr 0.231�2 C4(0)--    -- 1 ~rz . ,t.t--
V . .--xt~ 1.47789 A//1.49876 T~ 0.296955(O~--~v~ ~r.L .L.L-- .. L. C

with the correction factor C chosen so that

5

~v~co)=M
imI

In practice the logarithms of the expressions excluding C are calculated for given M and H, then converted into
antilogs, summed and divided by M which yields C. Incidentally, C< 1 (this also applies to C1 and C5)

For food subgroups, v1(o) is first computed, then entered, together--’with H, into the relations
- -i~ :

~) " "--IO°’9°351 V " " 0.09117 H1.03637 Cl,l(e)-- , Item-- I

~]I}2(0)---- 10--3"01768°7)1(o)2"12002.;,: H_112730 Cl

7)1,3(0)= I0-- 0.37976 Vl(O) 0.56527 Ho.45314 C1

Vl,4(o)~ IO°’2°331 7)1(o) 0.10171 HO.9496o C1

~51,8(o)=io--1:509o1 ~l(e)0.83624 Ho.18766 C1

vl,a(o)= x0-1"49950 v1(o)i"213°4/I-- 0.23782 CI
7-) " "--IO 0.85133 7) . 0.88244 H0.13827 C1,7~o}-- -- .     Ire). .............. 1? ’
vx,sro)_~io2-2.TST’alVl(~)~.08035 H_1.33023 C1
7)I,9(0)= I0-I" 01433 ~]1(o)1.13661 H-- 0.22671 C1
7.) . .__T~ 2.87492 o~ . .1.74514 ~r" ~0.77050

Vl,ll(e)=lO0.04865 Vl(e)0.’01625 H0.90601 C1

7)1,12(e)__I0_i.67969 7)1(e)1"27694 H-0.30107C1
v1,13(0)-= IO-4"58967 7)1(e)2.00566 H--1.61018C1
7)1,14(e)~- IO-4"48760 ~1(e)2.62850 H_1.32582 C1"’

v1,15(0)~ I0-- 0.73544 ~l(O) 0.49724 H9,28684 Cx

7)1,16(e)=i0__ 0.69701 7)1(o)0.33785 H0.61442 C1

7)1,17(o)= 10-1.61458 7)1(o)0.88827 H0.12039 C1
VI,18(e)= 10-1"65430 7)1(0)0.83425 H0.29731 CI
v1,19(e)---~ 10_4.00172 7)1(e)2.52180 H__1.18420 C1
Vl,20(o)~ 10_3.78903 7)1(c)2.78121 H--1.51875 C1
with the Correction factor C~ such that

20

£)l,i(c) : 7)i(0)

Similarly for the sundries subgroups, v5(o) is computed and with its aid
7)5,1(e)= IO-- 0.i05il 7)5(0) 0.55368 HO.20188 C5

~)5,2(o)~ io-- 0.30177 7)5(c).287 o3 Ho.35~22C5

~5,3(0)= io-1.62558 7)5(e).94121 H0.05682 C5
~)5,4(c)~I0-1"67707 VS(O)1"44277 H-- 0.58820 C5

VS,B(c)= I0-- 0.84534 7)5(c)0.949 04 H-- 0.17764 C5

7)5,6(0)= 10_2.04046 V5(O)1"74204 H--0.50457 C5
V5,7(0)= IO-1"53813 7)5(e)1.07668 HO.45918 C5
7)5,8(o)= i0-1.59~94 .?.)5(o)I.10232 HO.57975 C5
v . .--r~ 0.84243 o~ .0.86181 ~0.27613 tm5,9(0)-- ~"-- ’v5(O) -’-’~ " "5

735,10(0)= 10-0.83426 7)5(0)1"08768 H-- 0.31202 C5

~5,11(o)= I0°’69783 ~)5(e) 0.87678 tear 0.15146 C5

with C5 such that
II

~’ ~7)5,1(o) =-- 7)5(o)

: ’.~
.

imX

i~ Computation procedure is analogous to that described for commodity groups.

: .- ;_,,~:~ Appendix C : Goodness of fit measurement

The discrepancies between actual and theoretical figures may be measured in the proportionate outlays to
total expenditure and thus summarised by the expressions
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They may be related either to wi or to Y(wi-w02, where -wi here represents the simple arithmetic mean of the I6
observations for wi.

The coefficient of variation
V~= i oo&/w~

gives a descriptive measure of what might be called the "closeness of fit" a low value indicating close agreement
and a high value greater discrepancies.

The coefficient of determination ....
R{=--- 1-- 16S12/~:(w~’V)~

"shows the proportion of the original sum of squares (or variance) which is explained by the regression. Inthe
case of the subgroups, it represents the combined effect of the double regression. A high value of R 2,indicates
good fit. RI cannot, of course, be interpreted as a correlation coefficient in the ordinary sense. /

These measures are given here, together with comparable figures for R!s obtained by the regression e~uation

’ w~(o)=-a4 +b~[M+ciH/M

which corresponds to the linear function
vicc)=b~+aiM+c~H

The me~od used in the present study gives in many instances substantially higher values for R& and hardly ever
substantially lower ones, which justifies its acceptance in preference to the linear model.

i.

i
Additiveiogarithmie functions

Group or subgroup, Linear functions

¯ , , , t l ,

I Food ..... , .......... "989 "9z9
2 Clothing__. ........ 10"2 "88I    }: .9o6
3 Fuel and light"- ........ 9"2 "953 :~. "977
4 Housing ............ 6"5 "947 "792
5 Sundries .............. 3"6 .98I .891

~
¯ v.,. , , ,

I Bread and flour ........ 7"5 ’976 .986
2 Biscuits and cakes ........ 8"I .76i "321
3 Milk ................. 5"3 ¯ 972 ¯ 948
4 Butter .... 4"5 "989 "983
5 Miscellaneous fats~and- cheese _.5,6 ’951 .861
6 Eggs ................ 3"6 "947 "7° I

¯ 7 Beef ................ 4"7 .962 "833
.698’’8 Mutton .... ........ IO"8 .692 .728

9 Miscellaneous meat ........ 4"5 ¯ 942
1o Fish ................ 6;1 .636 "000

II Potatoes ............ lO"3 "949 "947
I2 Vegetables i .... ¯ ........ 5"2 "895 "589
13 Fresh fruit :: ...... .... 8"9 "918 "9o4
14 Tinned and dried fruit    ,... 14"o "735 ~" "773
15 Tea, etc ............. 6"4 "969 .968
i6 Sugar ................ 3.8 ¯ 99° ¯ 987
i7 Preserves ........ _ .... 7"4 "9o8 .886
i8 Cereals ............ 9"4 "864 ¯ 817
19 Sweets, ice cream, etc ..... 6"7 "917 "92o
go Miscellaneous food " .... lO’4 ¯    .876 "865

I Tobacco I0"0 ¯ 635 . " " "222

2 Household’non-durable goods 8"0 ¯ 93o .96x
3 Personal care ............. I0"2 "844 ¯ 809

4 Household durable gobds .... 26.2 ¯ 791 "742
5 Miscellaneous goods ........ 9"7 "839 ¯ "728
6 Travel and holidays .... 20’5 "915 .788

7 EntePminment ........ I5.6 "855 "775
8 Education and medical .... 26"7 "832 "485
9 Social security ........ 12"3 "774 "719

Io Services .... 41 "3 "183 "352
II Postage, subscriptions, etc. 18.2 "244 "533

2o
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